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Getting to Where You are Going: 
Contributing to Innovations in 

Early Intervention 
Howard Goldstein, Ann Kaiser, and Scott McConnell

With
Veronica Fleury, Jason Chow, and Jenny Cunningham
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Introduction

• Three colleagues will start the audience 
discussion by sharing their reflections and 
perspectives. 
• Audience participants are expected to 

challenge presenters about expectations 
and panelists will share optimistic and 
supportive strategies for successful 
research careers. 
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Presentation 
format

Three seasoned investigators will 
reflect on different, but seemingly 
effective paths as innovative 
researchers in early intervention. 
Each has been an active early 
childhood researcher and grappled 
with balancing rigor, relevance, and 
reach in their work. 
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H, A, & S 
(12-15 
min each)

•Quick characterization of career

• Principles that may not have 
guided us but on reflection 
sustained us – “lessons learned” or 
core beliefs

•Unanticipated challenges and joys

• Perspectives on the future that will 
provoke discussion
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• First generation college student

•Degrees in Sociology, Speech and 
Hearing Sciences, Developmental 
Psychology & Mental Retardation 
Research

Howard 
Goldstein
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* Various faculty and administrative roles
* Grant funded since 1982
* Developed Research Partnerships in four states
* Currently Associate Dean of Research and 

Director of PhD program in Behavioral & Community Sciences
* Pretty successful “yenta”
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Long-term Objective

Devoted career to developing and evaluating interventions to ensure 
that children have the social, language, and literacy skills needed to 

function effectively in schools, jobs, and society generally. 
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1. Be Courageous
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2. Combine 
good 
clinical 
intuition 
with good 
science

• Recognizing promising and 
innovative intervention approaches

• Sources: clinicians, varied 
literature, data
•Make treatments better through 
iterative development

• Follow the science, with humility: 
The Three Experiment Rule
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3. Take advantage of   opportunities
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JUST MANAGEABLE DIFFICULTIES 

JUST NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCES

4. JMDS AND JNDS
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5. Have more fun with others

Surround yourself with smart, stimulating creative thinkers and doers.
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Resiliency 
embodied 
is your 
future

• Combine strong ethos, a robust 
skill set, and a disciplined work 
ethic. 
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Grantsmanship 
is Daunting

• Contributing within and 
coordinating teams
•Nurture research partnerships

• Salesmanship plus creativity

• Persistence
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Develop a thick skin and model constructive 
criticism

• Avoid negative emotions and maintain an even keel

• But take advantage of opportunities to frolic and dance: 
Celebrations are well deserved.
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Work on 
Important 
Problems

Education is key to the future of 
American democracy.

So, let’s start early.
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ANN  KAISER
• BS SPEECH AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

• MA EARLY CHILDHOOD

• PHD DEVELOPMENTAL AND

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 

• POST DOC LINGUISTICS AND 
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES
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GOOD: Associate Professor, Professor of Special 
Education

BETTER: Susan W. Gray Professor of Education 
and Human Development

BEST:  Director of the Vanderbilt KidTalk 
Research Lab

AMAZING: colleagues and students
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• Find your “life of mind” and “compelling focus.” 

• Make choices that move you toward your “life of 
mind” and “compelling focus.” 

• Persist in what matters. 
• Do what you choose to do with integrity.
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Work
• Work for 

the joy of it

Make 
Friends
• Make 

friends with 
women, 
especially 
women who 
know how to 
do things 
that scare 
you

Write
• Write to 

deepen and 
expand 
your 
understand-
ing

Be Fearless
• Be fearless 

about the 
the future: 
you were 
made for 
this !
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SHOW UP

EVERYTHING ELSE WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF
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• First generation college student

• Initial majors – Early Education, Elementary 
Education

• BS – Psychology

•MS, PhD – School Psychology, Special 
Education

Scott 
McConnell
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• “Post-doc” (82-86) 

• Professor (86 – now) – 1 department, 2 programs, 3 centers

• Grant funding since 1981
• With colleagues at other universities since 1987

• Community-facing research (and community-based work)

• Commercialized research findings (and found a new job)
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My Mentors/Colleagues 
(A Partial List)
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A mission statement (1997)
• My professional goal is to contribute to the knowledge base and available resources for 

understanding and supporting the development of young children at risk for learning and 
behavior problems. In particular, I hope to
• Conduct goal-related research and publish the methods, results, and implications of this research for 

other researchers, program developers, and practitioners

• Use the results of this research to develop feasible, effective, high-impact procedures that can be 

used by parents, professionals, and others to promote the development of young children

• Disseminate these procedures to parents, professionals, and others such that they are used with 
fidelity

• Provide training to future researchers and program developers such that they adopt similar values and 
approaches to their professional activities

• Contribute to the training of practitioners to better equip them to recognize feasible, effective, and 
high-impact procedures, and implement these procedures in their work

• Contribute to the development of university programs and community efforts that address and 
support these broad goals
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But three simple rules…
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#1
Work hard
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#2
Make a difference
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#3
Have fun
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Every now and 
then, stop, reflect, 

and readjust

OK, one more…
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Veronica, Jason, and Jennifer (~5 min/ea)

• Brief statement about their impressions of their research 
prospects in their current positions and potentially in 
their ideal situation. 
• They will each identify a topic or two from the 
presentations requiring further discussion. 
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Discussion
• Social media and social scientists have characterized generations 

(after the baby boomer presenters) with which you may identify. 
What assets are likely to facilitate success as early intervention 
researchers?
• Many argue the world, and our views and responsibilities, have 

changed fundamentally in the last 2 years. To what extent do you 
agree, and how do those changes shape your own plans for 
professional development and your research?
• What University conditions, supports, and incentives are most 

likely to lead an early career researcher to thrive as a researcher, 
teacher, and leader? How does an individual access these?
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